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HEADLINE: Aerospace Experts Partner Together to Better Serve the Industry 

  ACD Consultants and Texas Aerospace Services (TAS), both leaders in the 

Aviation MRO sector, would like to announce their strategic partnership. This 

collaboration marks a significant step toward achieving both the individual goals of the 

partners and the objectives of their customers. Both parties bring expertise in their 

specific fields to better serve the MRO Sector at large.  

The partnership’s aim is to enhance the repair and overhaul services of TAS by 

pairing with ACD’s expertise in engineering and certification services. Both companies 

offer a unique suite of capabilities that provides significant value to its customers in the 

form of reduced turn times, expedited manufacturing support and extensive engineering 

and certification processes. 

Per Cavin Hill, President of TAS, “Texas Aerospace Services is very excited to 

enter into this partnership with ACD.  We feel with that ACD’s added engineering 

support will enable TAS to better support our customers by adding new capabilities to 

our repair and overhaul services.” 

Mike Campbell, President of ACDc, “We are certainly aligned on our partnership 

being driven by a mutual motivation to unselfishly partner for result driven solutions.” 



  

About ACD Consultants 

ACD Consultants is an aviation engineering firm born out of a conference that was 

committed to leading education for DER’s that supports the FAA mission, "to provide the 

safest, most efficient aviation systems in the world". This same mission has followed 

ACD as a firm. Staffed with DER’s of all disciplines and focused on the companies 

values, ACD provides the very best certification and testing solutions to the aviation 

industry. 

 

“At ACDc we focus on our team first, then encourage planning and customer focused 

delivery models, that are entrepreneurial based. By using proven standardization, open 

book management techniques, and a focus on having fun we deliver.” 

About Texas Aerospace Technologies 

Texas Aerospace Technologies delivers NextGen aviation products that enhance the 

safety of flight through distribution and certification. We provide quick fulfillment of 

quality products and services while maintaining the highest level of integrity. We are 

more than a supplier; we are your partner, product consultant, technical support, and 

developer team. We put our 90+ years of combined avionics experience to work for your 

sustainability and growth. 
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